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The concept of statistical convergence, which is related to the usual concept of
convergence in probability, provides a regular summability method for abstract
metric spaces. By using probabilistic tools, we provide some Tauberian theorems
which have best possible order Tauberian conditions. Furthermore, these methods
can be used to unify and improve the classical pointwise Tauberian theorems of
summability theory for the random walk type methods as proved by Bingham, and
Hausdorff methods as proved by Lorentz. Q 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the language of classical summability theory, an infinite matrix
w xA s a is called a regular summability method if for any sequencenk
  . 4f k , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . of elements of a normed linear space X, norm
 .convergent to an element L, then the transformed sequence g n [
`  . a f k also converges to L. The well-known result of Silverman andks0 nk
Toeplitz gives necessary and sufficient conditions under which A is a
 w x w x.regular method see 7 or 3, p. 75 .
In contrast, over an abstract metric space we may define another type of
  . 4summability method as follows. Let f n , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . be a sequence
 . w xtaking values in a metric space X, r . Let A s a be a nonnegativenk
 . summability method. We will say that L is the A st-lim of f or that f is
 . .A -statistically convergent to L if for any e ) 0, we have
lim a s 0. nk
nª`   . .k : r f k , L Ge
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 .We will denote this limit operation by A st-lim f s L. This is equivalent
to saying that the A-transform of the characteristic function of the set
   . . 4k g N: r f k , L G e has limit zero. This is a regular summability
 .method over metric spaces having at least two points if and only if the
 .columns of A go to zero see Remark 4.1 . This approach to regularity
w xcannot be represented as or included by a matrix method 5, 6 . For the
most part we will apply these concepts over some normed linear space
 5 5.X, ? . Much of the classical summability literature assumes that X is
the real line R or the complex plane C with the usual distance as the
5 5metric. Throughout, the symbol f will denote the norm of f , and if f
5 5should be complex or real valued then f will stand for the usual modulus
 .or the absolute value. Similarly, r f , L will denote the metric distance,
and should X be real or complex, it will stand for the usual Euclidean
distance.
Statistical convergence is closely related to the concept of convergence
in probability. In fact, if each row of the matrix A has sum 1, then it
coincides with convergence in probability to a constant, which is, of course,
equivalent to convergence in distribution to the random variable taking the
constant value with probability 1. This observation was directly proved by
w xSchoenberg 17 for the special case when A is the Cesaro method. Here,Á
by using probability results, we present some Tauberian theorems using
this type of convergence as a method of summability and show that it is a
useful tool to improve as well as unify many of the classical Tauberian
theorems.
2. STATEMENTS OF RESULTS
Much of our discussion will revolve around the following types of
summability methods. Let X , X , . . . be independent and identically1 2
distributed nonnegative integer-valued random variables and let Y be
another nonnegative integer-valued random variable independent of the
X. Let S s Y and S s Y q X q X q ??? qX , for n G 1, and define0 n 1 2 n
w x  .the matrix C s C by C s P S s k . The method C is regular if andnk nk n
 .only if P X s 0 - 1. Some classical summability methods are examples1
 .of the method C. For instance, when Y s 0 and X ; Binomial 1, r then1
 .C becomes the Euler method denoted by E . When Y ; X ; Poisson 1r 1
 .we get the Borel matrix method. When Y ; Geometric 1 y r and X ; Y1
 .q 1 then we get the Taylor method. And when Y ; X ; Geometric 1 y r1
we get the Meyer-Konig method. Similar forms of the convolution methodÈ
w xare known by different names, such as the random walk method 1 and
w xSonnenschein method 18 . We shall call C a convolution method and,
when Y s 0 with probability 1, it will be called the random walk method. If
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  . .both Y and X have finite variance and Var X ) 0 , we will say that1 1
the method C has finite variance. Note that the identity matrix is a special
 .  .convolution method for which Var Y s Var X s 0. The method C can1
be extended easily to non-identically distributed random variables; how-
ever, it will serve our purpose adequately, as it is.
THEOREM 2.1. Let f be a real sequence satisfying
lim lim inf min f m y f n G 0. 2.1 .  .  .
nª`do0 nFm-nqd n’
 .Or let f be a sequence taking ¨alues in a metric space X, r so that
lim lim sup max r f m , f n s 0. 2.2 .  .  . .
do0 nFm-nqd n’nª`
Let C be a regular con¨olution method with finite ¨ariance. In either case, if
prob
 .  .   . .   .C st-lim f k s L then r f n , L ª 0. That is, f S ª L if and only ifn
  . . .r f n , L ª 0 .
In Theorem 2.1, when f is a real-valued sequence, we get a statistical
analog of the principal Tauberian theorem and the most general form of
 wthe classical Tauberian theorem for the Borel method see 7, Theorems
x.156 and 241 and its various extensions culminating in the result for the
 w x.random walk methods due to Bingham 1 obeying a local central limit
theorem of the type
` 1 k y nm
P S s k y c ª 0, as n ª `, . n  /’ ’s n s nks0
where m and s 2 are the mean and the variance of X and c is the1
standard normal density. When X has a finite third moment then this1
 w x .local version of the central limit theorem holds. For this, see 10 . When
f is a complex sequence, the corresponding result for random walk type
w xmethods is due to Tam 22 .
THEOREM 2.2. In Theorem 2.1 the order of the Tauberian condition,
’ .  .  .  .namely, D f [ f n q 1 y f n s O 1r n , is the best possible.n
A comparison between the classical and the statistical approaches can
 .be made as follows. We will use the notation Af for the transformed
 .sequence of f obtained by a summability method A. The nth term of Af
 .  .will be denoted by Af . Further iterates will be denoted by BAf ton
  .. mean B Af . It should be noted that the method BA, defined as the
.matrix product, can be a different method from our iterative method. We
will denote by C the class of all convolution methods which have finiteR
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 .variance and for which the one-sided classical Tauberian theorem holds
 .for sequences obeying the Tauberian condition 2.1 , and by C those forX
 5 5.which the two-sided Tauberian theorem holds for X, ? -valued se-
 .quences obeying condition 2.2 .
We say that an X-valued sequence f is in the domain of the summabil-
ity method C provided that
m `
norm- lim f k P S s k \ f k P S s k \ Cf .  .  .  .  .  nn n
mª` ks0 ks0
exists for each n s 0, 1, 2, . . . ; and if
`
f k P S s k - `, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , .  . n
ks0
5 5we will say that f is in the domain of C.
For the proof of our next theorem, we will need the following propo-
sition.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let C be a regular con¨olution method with finite
 . ¨ariance and let f be a real sequence which obeys 2.1 or f is X-¨alued
 ..obeying condition 2.2 . If f is in the domain of C then
 . < <  5 5.1 f resp., f is also in the domain of C;
 .  .  .   ..2 Cf also obeys 2.1 resp., 2.2 .
 . Furthermore, DCf preser¨ es the one-sided and the two-sided resp., two-
.  .  y1r2 .sided ``O'' and ``o'' rates of the type D f s O n .n
Many of the classical Tauberian theorems can be unified as follows.
 .THEOREM 2.3. Let f be a real or X-¨alued sequence obeying condition
 .   ..2.1 resp. 2.2 . Let R , R , . . . , R be regular con¨olution methods in C1 2 m R
 . 5  . 5resp., C . Then f n y L ª 0 pro¨ided either of the following twoX
conditions hold:
 .  .  .i C st-lim R R ??? R f s L for some regular con¨olution method1 2 m
C with finite ¨ariance;
 . 5 . 5ii VR R ??? R f y L ª 0 for some summability method V for1 2 m n
 .   ..which 2.1 resp., 2.2 is a Tauberian condition.
This theorem improves on the classical pointwise Tauberian theorems in
 .at least two ways. It shows that the usual assumption Rf ª L, involvingn
 .one random walk method can be relaxed to R R ??? R f ª L for an1 2 m n
arbitrarily large iteration of convolution methods of the appropriate type.
It should be noted that, in this case, the matrix product method R R ???1 2
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.  .R is equivalent to our iterative method R R ??? R f for which f ism 1 2 m
5 5 summed by R and f is in the domain of R and hence all those fm m
.which obey the Tauberian condition of Theorem 2.3 . The second improve-
ment is obtained by relaxing this requirement a bit further and assuming
 .  .only that C st-lim R R ??? R f s L. If we take V to be the Valiron1 2 m
 .method in part ii we see that this result gives the classical Tauberian
theorems for all the regular methods in the circle family. The reader may
w x w xcompare with some results in 1 and 22 for the random walk method.
Knopp provided the first classical Tauberian theorem for a member the
. w xEuler method of the random walk family around 1923. Schmidt 19
improved Knopp's result by giving a Tauberian theorem for the Borel
 w x. w xmethod also see 7 . Sitaraman 20 provided an analog of this Tauberian
theorem for the Meyer-Konig method, which in turn was an improvementÈ
w x  w x . w xof a result of Schieber 16 . See 15 for more references . Bingham 1, 2
proved that such results are valid for a much wider class containing the
union of the family of regular circle methods and the random walk family
with appropriate moment restrictions.
Classical Tauberian theorems for the regular Hausdorff methods are
w xessentially of two types 12, 13 . The most general classical Tauberian
 .  .condition for an arbitrary regular Hausdorff method is D f [ f n q 1n
 .  y1 . w xy f n s o n . As pointed out by Lorentz 13 , this cannot be improved
 y1 .to O n without imposing some further conditions on the weight func-
tion of the Hausdorff method. Along this line, we have the following
statistical analog. It shows that statistical Tauberian theorems need not be
identical to the classical type.
THEOREM 2.4. Let f be a real sequence obeying the condition
lim lim inf min f m y f n G 0, 2.3 4 .  .  .
ndo0  .nFm-n 1qd
 .or let f be an X, r -¨alued sequence obeying the condition
lim lim sup max r f m , f n s 0. 2.4 .  .  . .
do0  .nFm-n 1qdn
Let H be a regular Hausdorff method for which f* is nondecreasing. Inf*
 .  .   . .either case, if H st-lim f k s L then r f n , L ª 0. Furthermore, thef*
 .  .order condition D f s O 1rn is the best possible.n
The above theorem contains the first Tauberian theorem of statistical
 w x.  .type due to Fridy 5 when we take f* r s r. The counterexample of
  .Lorentz which showed that o 1rn cannot be improved in the classical
1 2.type involved a f* which had jump discontinuities at and with jump3 3
1sizes being . It turns out that the counterexample of Lorentz is not2
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applicable in the statistical convergence analogs. In fact, the following
theorem shows that one gets a much better Tauberian condition when f*
has a jump discontinuity. This is our second departure from the analogy to
the classical types of Tauberian theorems.
  . .THEOREM 2.5. Let f be a real resp., X, r -¨alued sequence obeying
 .   ..condition 2.1 resp., 2.2 , and let H be a regular Hausdorff methodf*
w xfor which f* is a nondecreasing function o¨er 0, 1 which has a jump dis-
 .  .  .continuity at some r g 0, 1 . In either case, if H st-lim f k s L thenf* ’  . .  .  .r f n , L ª 0. Furthermore, the order condition D f s O 1r n is then
best possible.
 .This theorem along with Lorentz's counterexample shows that the
classical pointwise Tauberian theorems can differ markedly from the
corresponding statistical Tauberian theorems. Concerning Tauberian theo-
rems for Hausdorff methods, we can compare the results of the classical
type with those of the statistical type in several different ways. The next
w xtheorem improves the most general Tauberian theorem of Lorentz 12, 13
for regular Hausdorff methods in at least two directions, but first we need
two propositions which may be of independent interest.
w xPROPOSITION 2.2. Let f be a nondecreasing function o¨er 0, 1 . If a real
 .  .  .sequence f obeys condition 2.3 then so does H f . Furthermore, if D ff
 y1 .  y1 .  .has the one-sided rate of O n or o n then so does D H f . Whenf
w x  .f g BV 0, 1 , if an X-¨alued sequence f obeys condition 2.4 then so does
 .  .  y1 .  y1 .H f . Furthermore, if D f has the two-sided rate of O n or o nf
 .then so does D H f .f
w xPROPOSITION 2.3. Let f g BV 0, 1 ; then, for any X-¨alued sequence f ,
 .  .  .if f obeys 2.2 then so does H f . Furthermore, if D f has the two-sidedf
 y1r2 .  y1r2 .  .rate O n or o n then so does D H f . Let f be a nondecreasingf
w x  .function o¨er 0, 1 ; then, for any real sequence f , if f obeys condition 2.1
 .  .then so does the transformed sequence H f . Furthermore, if D f has thef
 y1r2 .  y1r2 .  .one-sided order rate O n or o n then so does D H f .f
Lorentz's Tauberian theorem for arbitrary regular Hausdorff methods
can be improved as follows.
THEOREM 2.6. Let H and H be two regular Hausdorff methods forf f*
 .  .which f* is nondecreasing. If f is a sequence so that D f s o 1rn and ifn
 .  .  .H st-lim H f s L then f k ª L.f* f
The ``big O'' version of classical Tauberian theorems for the Hausdorff
family can be improved as follows. Let H denote the class of regularR
 .  .Hausdorff methods for which 2.3 is the classical pointwise Tauberian
 .condition and let H be the corresponding class for which 2.4 is theX
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 .classical Tauberian condition for general X-valued sequences. We should
w xnote here that Maddox 14 gave such a Tauberian result which can be
adapted to imply that the Cesaro methods are members of H . TheÁ X
classical Hardy]Littlewood type theorems can be extended as follows.
THEOREM 2.7. Let H and H be any regular Hausdorff methods suchf* f
that f, f* are nondecreasing and H g H . If f is a sequence of real numbersf R
 .  .obeying condition 2.3 , then f k ª L pro¨ided either of the following two
conditions holds:
 .  .  .i H st-lim H f s L;f* f
 .  .  .ii VH f ª L for some summability method V, ha¨ing 2.3 as af n
Tauberian condition.
 . w xIn part i we get extensions of Landau's 11 version of the one-sided
w xTauberian theorem for the Cesaro family. Hardy 8 proved the first suchÁ
theorem for the Cesaro method. And if we take V to be the Abel methodÁ
 .in part ii we get extensions of the classic Hardy]Littlewood Tauberian
w xtheorem 19 , which in turn was an extension of the original theorem of
w xTauber 23 , which started the entire subject exactly 100 years ago. One
 .should also note that we may replace H in part i by the Abel method,f*
provided we appropriately define statistical convergence by using a contin-
uous limit converging up to 1. This is due to the fact that for sequences of
zeros and ones, the Cesaro method is equivalent to the Abel method.Á
Finally, extensions over normed linear spaces are also possible along the
same lines. We omit the straightforward details.
By judiciously mixing up the convolution methods and Hausdorff meth-
ods, several classical Tauberian theorems can be captured. For instance,
either of the three parts of the following theorem also improves Lorentz's
general Tauberian theorem for regular Hausdorff methods.
THEOREM 2.8. Let R , R , . . . , R g C , and let f be a sequence satisfy-1 2 m R
 .  .  .ing D f s o 1rn . Then f k ª L if , for some regular Hausdorff methodn
H , any one of the following three conditions holds:f
 .  .  .i H st-lim R R ??? R H f s L, for some regular Hausdorfff* 1 2 m f
method H with nondecreasing weight function f* which has a jumpf*
 .discontinuity in 0, 1 ;
 .  .  .ii C st-lim R R ??? R H f s L for some regular con¨olution1 2 m f
method C with finite ¨ariance;
 .  .iii VR R ??? R H f s L for some regular method V for which1 2 m f
’ .  .D f s o 1r n is a Tauberian condition.n
Some more complicated hybrid type of Tauberian theorems can also be
constructed. All of the above Tauberian results use an ``order-type''
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Tauberian condition. The concept of statistical convergence can also be
used to produce ``comparison-type'' and ``gap-type'' theorems, which will
be presented in separate papers.
3. PROOFS
We will need a few preliminary results.
LEMMA 3.1. Let f be a sequence of real numbers satisfying
lim lim inf min f m y f n G 0. .  .
nª`do0 nFm-nqd n’
 .  .If f k / o 1 then for some e , g ) 0 there exists a positi¨ e integer sequence
  .4n q such that either
’f m G e , for each m g n q , n q q g n q , q s 1, 2, . . . , .  .  .  .
or
’f m F ye , for each m g n q y g n q , n q , q s 1, 2, . . . . .  .  .  .
 .Proof. The fact that f k ¢ 0 gives some e ) 0 and a subsequence
 .  .  .n 1 - n 2 - n 3 - ??? such that either
f n q ) 2e , for each q s 1, 2, 3, . . . , Case a , .  . .
or
f n q - y2e , for each q s 1, 2, 3, . . . , Case b . .  . .
 .  .The proof in Case b being very similar to Case a , we only consider Case
 .   .  . 4a . Let y q 1 s min k ) n q : f k - e . The one-sided condition givesq
 .that, for any c ) 0, there exists a D s D c ) 0 such that for all 0 - d F D
 .and for each value of q, for sufficiently large n q , we must have
min f m y f n q G y2c. .  . .
 .  .  .n q Fm-n q qd n q’
w  .  . .’This implies that if m g n q , n q q d n q , we have .
f m s f m y f n q q f n q .  .  .  . .  . .
G y2c q f n q . .
G y2c q 2e .
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 . w  .  . .’Taking c s er2 gives that f m G e , for all m g n q , n q q d n q , .
and all large values of q. Now just take g s Dr2.
The proofs of the next three lemmas are virtually identical to the above
and, therefore, are omitted.
 .  .LEMMA 3.2. Let f be an X, r -¨alued sequence satisfying condition 2.2 ,
  . .ªrand let L g X. If r f k , L 0 then there exist e , g ) 0 and a positi¨ e
  .4integer sequence n q , such that
’r f m , L Ge , for each m g n q , n q qg n q , qs1, 2, . . . . .  .  .  . .
 .LEMMA 3.3. Let f be a sequence of real numbers satisfying condition 2.3 .
 .  .If f k / o 1 then for some e , g ) 0 there exists a positi¨ e integer sequence
  .4n q such that either
f m G e , for each m g n q , n q q g n q , q s 1, 2, . . . , .  .  .  .
or
f m F ye , for each m g n q y g n q , n q , q s 1, 2, . . . . .  .  .  .
 .  .LEMMA 3.4. Let g be an X, r -¨alued sequence satisfying condition 2.4 ,
  . .and let L g X. If r f k , L ¢ 0 then for some e , g ) 0 there exists a
  .4positi¨ e integer sequence n q such that
r f m , L G e , for each m g n q , n q q g n q , q s 1, 2, . . . . .  .  .  . .
 .Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose there exists an f such that C st-lim f
 .s L and f obeys the one-sided Tauberian condition 2.1 . By considering
 .  .g k s f k y L, we see that, without loss of generality, we may take
 .  .L s 0. Assume that g k / o 1 . By Lemma 3.1, there exists an e ) 0 and
 .  .  .n 1 - n 2 - n 3 - ??? and a g ) 0 so that either
’g m G e , for each m g n q , n q q g n q , q s 1, 2, . . . , .  .  .  .
Case a , .
or
’g m F ye , for each m g n q y g n q , n q , q s 1, 2, . . . , .  .  .  .
Case b . .
 .Since C is regular we must have E X s m ) 0. For otherwise a nonneg-1
 .  .ative random variable X having E X s 0 will imply that P X s 0 s 1.1 1 1
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This would imply that the columns of C do not go to zero, contradicting
  .4regularity of C. Take another sequence of integers m q defined by
n q .
m q s , q s 1, 2, . . . . .
m
 .  . ’Case a . Denote n q q g n q by y . Now consider the C-statistical . q
 .convergence of g k . Note that
C G C mq. , k mq. , k
<  . <  .k : g k Ge k : n q Fk-yq
G C mq. , k
 .  .k : mFkym m q -g n q’
1  .g m rs 2’ yu r2ª e du central limit theorem .H’2p 0
) 0.
2  .  .Here s s Var X . This contradicts the hypothesis that C st-lim g s 0,1
 .  .whence g k s o 1 .
 .   ..Case b . If g n q - ye for each q s 1, 2, . . . , consider another
 .  .  .sequence G k s yg k . Now following the same steps as in Case a , the
 .result follows. The X-valued case is also similar to Case a . We omit the
identical steps.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We shall prove more than the statement of the
theorem by providing an example of a sequence which shows that, in both
the classical as well as the statistical Tauberian theorems, the order
condition of the Tauberian theorems is the best possible. Suppose, to the
contrary, that there exists another Tauberian condition given by a se-
’  .quence r o 0 such that r n / O 1 . We shall construct a nonconvergentn n
< . <  .  .sequence f satisfying D f s r and C st-lim f s 0 as well as Cf ª 0.n n n
The order condition implies that there exist increasing positive integers
 .n q such that
2’n q r ) 2 q , q s 1, 2, . . . . . nq.
Using the given rate r , we construct a sequence f of nonnegative numbersn
which equals zero over some intervals and in between these intervals of
zeros it goes up to 1 and then comes down to zero using the rate provided
by r . We place these isolated ``hills'' of height 1 so that the end point ofn
 .  .the ith hill is at n i , and call the starting point of the ith hill w i . Since
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w  .  .xr is decreasing, it is easy to see that the width of the interval w i , n i isn
 .  .no more than 2rr . Let m be the mean of X and let G m s m q 1 m.n i. 1
For any positive integer value of m, consider the following two cases:
 .  .  .  .Case a . Consider the situation when n q y 1 - G m F w q . De-
note this value of q by q . Note that, for all large values of m,m
 .n q y1m
f k C F P S ) G m q f k C .  .  . . m , k m m , k
k ks0
q y1  .n im
F P S ) G m q 1 ? C . .  m m , k
is1  .ksw i
q y1m 2
F P S ) G m q K . . m ’m rn i.is1
2 q y 1 .mF P S ) G m q K . .m ’m rnq y1.m
’m q 1 n q y 1’  .mF P S ) G m q K . .m ’G m q y 1 .  .m
’m q 1
F P S ) G m q K . . .m q y 1m
The last term goes to zero as m goes to infinity, and the first term also
goes to zero by the central limit theorem as shown below:
S y E S G m y mm y E Y .  .  .m m
P S ) G m s P ) ª 0, . .m  /Var S Var Y q m Var X’ ’ .  .  .m 1
  ..since m y E Y r Var Y q m Var X ª ` as m ª `.’  .  .1
 .  .  .  .Case b . When w q - G m F n q , denote this value of q by q .m
 .Now an identical argument as in Case a finishes the proof.
 .  .Proof of Proposition 2.1. We prove the real cases in parts 1 and 2 .
 .The rest are proved by similar and somewhat easier steps, and therefore,
we omit the duplication of details. For any c ) 0 we can find an N and a
d ) 0 so that for all k G N G 1 we have
’f j y f k G y2c, for all j g k , k q d k . .  . .
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’Make N large enough so that dN G 1. For k ) N, on intervals of size d N
the sequence does not go down by more than y2c. This gives
f k y f N G y2c k y N G y2c k . .  .  .  .  .
<  . <This implies that the negative part of f is bounded by f N q 2ck and is,
therefore, in the domain of C. Since f is in the domain of C, it follows
q y < <that the positive part, f s f q f , and hence f , is in the domain of C as
well. Now we prove the second part. Let l be a positive integer such that
’ .n q l g n, n q d n . Note that
Cf y Cf s Ef S y Ef S .  .  .  .nq l n nql n
`
s P T s j P S s k f k q j y f k .  .  .  . . l n
js0 k-N
` `
q P T s j P S s k f k q j y f k ; .  .  .  . . l n
js0 ksN
3.1 .
here we used T s X q ??? qX . First consider the second term onl nq1 nql ’the right-hand side. On intervals of size d k the difference of the function
does not drop by more than y2c. Therefore the total drop of f in the
’w x  .  . .interval k, j q j is bounded below by y2c jr d k q 1 . Conse-
’ .quently, since n q l g n, n q d n , we have
` `
P T s j P S s k f k q j y f k .  .  .  . . l n
js0 ksN
` ` 2 j
G y2c P S s k P T s j q 1 .  . n l  /’d k q 1ks0 js0
2 E T 1 .ls y2c E q 1 / /d S q 1’ n
’n
G y2c 2 E X E q 1 .1  / /S q 1’ n
s yKc, 3.2 .
for a positive constant K and any positive constant c, where N depends
 .on c. To consider the other term in 3.1 , let U be the smallest possible
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 .  .  4value of f N y f k for k g 0, 1, . . . , N . Note that
`
P T s j P S s k f k q j y f k .  .  .  . . l n
js0 k-N
`
s P T s j P S s k f k q j y f N .  .  .  . . l n
js0 k-N
`
q P T s j P S s k f N y f k .  .  .  . . l n
js0 k-N
`
G P S s k P T s j f k q j y f N .  .  .  . .  n l
k-N is0 w  . .’ ’jg id N , iq1 d N
qUP S - N 3.3 .  .n
` j
G y2c P S s k P T s j q 1 q UP S - N .  .  . n l n /’d Nk-N js0
lE X .1s y2cP S - N q 1 q UP S - N 3.4 .  .  .n n /’d N
y2cd E X U .  .1’G n P S - N y 2c q .n  /’ ’d N n
1
s O . 3.5 . /’n
’ . w .Combining all these results in 3.1 , we have, for any l g 0, d n ,
`
Cf y Cf s P T s j P S s k f k q j y f k .  .  .  .  .  . . nq l n l n
js0 k-N
` `
q P T s j P S s k f k q j y f k .  .  .  . . l n
js0 ksN
’G yKc q O 1r n . .
This implies that, for any c ) 0,
lim lim inf min Cf y Cf G yKc. .  .m n
ndo0 nFm-nqd n’
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Consider the real case. The X-valued case being
 .  .identical, it will be omitted. Let g n [ R f . When f obeys them n
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< <Tauberian condition, by Proposition 2.1 we see that f is in the domain of
 .R , and g again obeys condition 2.1 . Since g is in the domain of R ,m my1
< <g must again be in the domain of R and so on. This implies thatmy 1
 .  .h n [ R R ??? R f obeys the one-sided Tauberian condition. In part1 2 m n
 .  .  .  .i , since C st-lim h s L, theorem 2.1 implies that h n ª L. In part ii
 .we again have h n ª L since the Tauberian condition for V holds. Now
repeated application of the fact that R g C , i s 1, 2, . . . , m gives thati R
 .f k ª L.
 .Proof of Theorem 2.4. Suppose there exists an f obeying condition 2.3
 .  .  .  .such that H st-lim f s L and f k y L / o 1 . By considering g k sf*
 .f k y L, we see that, without loss of generality, we may take L s 0. By
 .Lemma 3.3, there exist e , g ) 0, g - 1, and n q , q s 1, 2, . . . , so that
min g m ) e , for each q s 1, 2, 3, . . . , Case a .  .
 .  . .n q FmFn q 1qg
or
max g m - ye , for each q s 1, 2, 3, . . . , Case b . .  .
 . .  .n q 1yg FmFn q
 .  q.  .  .By regularity, f* 0 s f* 0 s 0 and f* 1 s 1. When f* r is a con-
w x  .tinuous function, there must be a point x g 0, 1 so that f* x q e y
 .f* x y e ) 0 for each e ) 0. Otherwise, we reach a contradiction. We
will call such a point x, a point of strict increase. If the only such x is at
x s 1, then H is the identity matrix. In this case, any Tauberianf*
condition is vacuously true. If x s 0 is the only point of strict increase
then f* must be discontinuous at r s 0, which contradicts the regularity
of H . On the other hand, if f* has a point of discontinuity, then thatf*
point is a point of strict increase. Again such a point cannot be 0. And if 1
is the only such point then we get the identity matrix. So, we see that there
w x  .always exists an interval a, b : 0, 1 , however small we like, so that
 .  .f* b y f* a ) 0.
 .Case a . We test the H -statistical convergence of g by consideringf*
 . w  .xthe subsequence m q s u n q , where the positive number u is selected
 . w x  .  .as follows. Pick an interval in 0, 1 , say a, b , such that f* b y f* a ) 0
 .and b is close enough to a so that a - b - a 1 q g . Then take
2 1 q g .
u s .
b q a 1 q g .
 .Note that u ) 1rb ) 1. Denote the entries of the mth row of the
Hausdorff method H by H . At this moment recall thatf m , k
1 my km kH s e r df r , e r s r 1 y r . .  .  .  .Hm , k m , k m , k  /k0
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Therefore,
b
lim inf H G lim inf e r df* r .  . Hmq. , k mq. , k
q qa<  . < <  . <k : g k )e k : g k )e
b
G df* r as shown below .  .H
a
) 0.
 .  .  .This contradicts the fact that H st-lim g s 0. Hence, g k s o 1 . Tof*
w xshow the second-last step, let r g a, b be fixed. Note that the definition
 . w  .xof u implies that yg - 1 y ru - 0. Now we take m q s u n q , and
note that
e r G e . mq. , k mq. , k
<  . <  .  .  .k : g k )e k : n q FkF 1qg n q
G e r . mq. , k
 . .  .  . .k : n q 1yru qrFkyrm q -n q 1qgyru
`1 2yu r2ª e du central limit theorem .H’2p y`
s 1.
 .  .  .Case b . To check the H -statistical convergence of G k s yg k ,f*
w x  .  .once again let a, b : 0, 1 be an interval small enough so that b 1 y g
 .  .  .- a - b and f* b y f* a ) 0. Consider the subsequence m q s
w  .xu n q , where
2 1 y g .
u s .
a q b 1 y g .
 .Now following the same reasoning as in Case a , the result follows. The
 .X-valued case is similar to Case a and, therefore, is omitted.
w x  .Fridy 5 proved that the O 1rn is the best possible Tauberian condi-
 .tion in the statistical sense when f* r s r. Since this f* is a member of
the class considered in the theorem, the result follows.
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Suppose there exists an f obeying the given
 .  .  .Tauberian condition such that H st-lim f s L and f k y L / o 1 .f*
 .  .Take g k s f k y L. By Lemma 3.1, this implies the existence of e , g ) 0
 .and n q , q s 1, 2, . . . , such that either
’g m ) e , for each m g n q , n q q g n q , q s 1, 2, 3, . . . , .  .  .  .
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or
’g m - ye , for each m g n q y g n q , n q , q s 1, 2, 3, . . . . .  .  .  .
 .Using the number r g 0, 1 at which f* has a positive jump discontinuity,
 .we define the subsequence m q by
n q .
m q s , q s 1, 2, 3, . . . . .
r
 .  . ’Case a . Let y s n q q g n q and consider the following: .q
lim inf H mq. , k
q <  . <k : g k )e
G f* rq y f* ry lim inf e r .  .  . .  mq. , k
q <  . <k : g k )e
q yG j lim inf e r where j s f* r y f* r .  .  . mq. , k
q  .k : n q FkFyq
G j lim inf e r . mq. , k
q
 .  .k : rFkyrm q Fg n q’
j 2’gr 1yr yu r2ª e du central limit theorem .H’2p 0
) 0.
 .This contradicts H st-lim g s 0.f*
 .Case b . This case as well as the X-valued case are very similar to the
first case and, therefore, we omit the repetition of details.
The optimality of the Tauberian condition now follows from Theo-
rem 2.2 by considering the Euler method E , which is obtained by takings
f to be
0, if 0 F r - s,
f r s .  1, if s F r F 1.
For some of our later results we need the following lemma.
w xLEMMA 3.5. Suppose f g BV 0, 1 . Then
n 1 11
1 re r df r s O , as n ª `, .  .  . H n , j  /j q 1 n0js0
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and, for any fixed positi¨ e integer N
N 11
2 re r df r s o , as n ª `. .  .  . H n , j  /n0js0
And
n 1 11
3 re r df r s O , as n ª `, .  .  . H n , j  /’’j q 1 n0js0
 .Proof. Let S ; Binomial n, r . Just note thatn, r
n 1 11 1
re r df r s rE df r .  .  . H Hn , j  /j q 1 S q 10 0 n , rjs0
nq11 y 1 y r .1
s r df r .H  /n q 1 r .0
V f .w0 , 1xF ,
n q 1
w x  . w xsince f g BV 0, 1 and V f is the total variation of f over a, b . Forw a, b x
 .  4  .  .2 , just consider the jth term for j g 0, 1, . . . , N . Take h r s nre rn n, j
and apply the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem to get the result.
 .To prove part 3 , without loss of generality assume that f is nondecreas-
ing. Consider the expression as an integral of an expectation as we did in
 .  .part 1 . For any fixed r g 0, 1 , by taking e s rr2, write
’ ’n 1 n’E F n E x qS - n rye .4n , r /  / /S q 1 S q 1 ’’ ’ n r y e q 1 .n , r n , r
’2’ < <F n P S y nr ) ne q .n , r ’r
’4 1 y r 2 .
F q , by Chebyshev's inequality.’r r
Multiplying by r and then integrating gives the result.
 .Proof of Proposition 2.2. By condition 2.3 , for any c ) 0 we find a
 .  .positive integer N and a D c ) 0 so that for all 0 - d F D c we have
min f m y f n G y2c, .  .
nFm-nqd n
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w .whenever n G N. Let n q l g n, n q d n and consider
1
H f y H f s E f y E f df r , .  .  . . .  . Hf f r rnql nnql n
0
where E is the Euler method. Since the Euler method is a specialr
convolution method, we follow the main steps of Proposition 2.1. We will
later have to integrate over r, however, and therefore we will need to be
more careful about the constant terms. Also, in Proposition 2.1 we used
’w x w xintervals of size k, k q d k whereas now the interval sizes are k, k q d k .
 .With this modification, for n q l g n, n q d n , the corresponding results
  .  ..namely, 3.2 and 3.5 in Proposition 2.1 imply
E f y E f .  .r rnql n
s Ef S y Ef S .  .nq l n
`
s P T s j P S s k f k q j y f k .  .  .  . . l n
js0 k-N
` `
q P T s j P S s k f k q j y f k .  .  .  . . l n
js0 ksN
4c
G y rnP S - N y 2cd rnP S - N .  .n nN
2 rn
q 2Ud rnP S - N y 2c E q 1 , .n  / /S q 1n
 .  .  4where U is the smallest value of f N y f k for k g 0, 1, . . . , 2 N .
 .Again, here we used T s X q ??? qX and X ; Binomial 1, r . Byl nq1 nql 1
Lemma 3.5, there exists a constant K, such that
n2 rn 11 1
E df r s 2n re r df r F 2 K , .  .  .H H n , j /S q 1 j q 10 0n js0
since f is nondecreasing and therefore all terms of the summation are
positive. Also, by Lemma 3.5, we have
N
1 1
n rP S - N df r s n re r df r s o 1 . .  .  .  .  .H Hn n , j
0 0js0
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w .Combining all these results, we have, for any l g 0, n q d n ,
lim inf min H f y H f G K c q K dc q K d , .  .f f 1 2 3m nn nFm-nqd n
for some constants K , K , K . Note that the left-hand side of the preced-1 2 3
ing line increases as d is made smaller. Therefore, for any c ) 0 we have
lim lim inf min H f y H f G K c. .  .f f 1m nndo0 nFm-nqd n
Proof of Proposition 2.3. Proof of this proposition follows by using the
  .  ..main steps i.e., 3.2 and 3.5 of Proposition 2.1 and then using the fact
 .  .that X ; Binomial 1, r . Then after integration with respect to f r alongi
w xthe lines of Proposition 2.2 over r g 0, 1 and use of the results of Lem-
ma 3.5, the results follow. We leave the similar details for the reader.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 2.6. Let g n s H f . Proposition 2.2 implies thatf n
 .  .  .D g s o 1rn . Then Theorem 2.4 implies that g k ª L. Now Lorentz'sn
 .theorem implies that f k ª L.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 2.7. Let g n s H f . By Proposition 2.2 we seef n
 .  .that g also obeys condition 2.3 . Now, in part i , by Theorem 2.4, we have
 .  .g n ª L. And, for part ii , the given information about the method V
 .implies that g n ª L. Then from the given information about the method
 .H , we conclude that f k ª L.f
 .  .  .  .Proof of Theorem 2.8. Let g n s H f . Trivially, D f s o 1rnf n n’ .  .implies that D f s o 1r n . Therefore, Proposition 2.3 implies thatn’ .  .  .  .D g s o 1r n . This then implies that h n s R R ??? R g alson 1 2 m n’ .  .  .has the property that Dh s o 1r n . By Theorem 2.5, we get h n ª L,n
 .which in turn implies that g n ª L after repeated applications of the fact
 .that R g C . Now, Lorentz's theorem implies that f k ª L. The samei R
argument works if we replace H by a regular summability method forf*’ .  .which D f s o 1r n is a Tauberian condition.n
4. REMARKS
w xThe concept of statistical convergence was introduced by Fast 4 when
A is taken to be the Cesaro method denoted by C -statistical conver-Á 1
. w xgence . For the case of C -statistical convergence, Fridy 5 provides1
several regularity properties, most of which hold in the sense of A-statisti-
cal convergence where A is taken to be a nonnegative regular matrix
summability method. We remark that the regularity of A is not essential
for the regularity of A-statistical convergence.
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DEFINITION 4.1. A nonnegative matrix summability method A will be
  . .  .called statistically regular if r f k , L ª 0 implies that A st-lim f s L.
The following easily proved remark characterizes all statistically regular
summability methods.
 .Remark 4.1. Over any metric space X, r having at least two points, A
is statistically regular if and only if the columns of A go to zero.
To see why this is the case, let the columns of A go to zero. Let
  . .r f k , L ª 0. For any e ) 0 there exists a positive integer N such that
  . .r f k , L - e for all k G N. Then note that
a s a F a ª 0,  n , k n , k n , k
  . .   . . k-Nk : r f k , L )e k-N : r f k , L )e
as n ª `. Conversely, let x, L be two distinct points and take a positive
 .  .integer N. Let f k s x if k s N and let f k s L otherwise. For e s
 .r x, L r2, the regularity implies that
a s a ª 0.n , N n , k
  . .k : r f k , L )e
w xWe should also remark that Schoenberg 17 proved that every bounded
C -statistically convergent sequence is C -summable to the same limit.1 1
  .  . .That is, if f is bounded and if C st-lim f s L, then lim C f s L.1 n 1 n
This is a special case of a more general result that we can state as follows.
Remark 4.2. Let A be a nonnegative summability method with uni-
formly bounded row sums. For any X-valued bounded sequence f , if
 .  .  . 5  . 5A st-lim f s L then Ag ª 0, where g k s f k y L . Furthermore,n
5 . 5if the row sums of A converge to 1, then Af y L ª 0 as n ª `.n
 5  . 5To see why, let e ) 0 be any fixed number and let A s k: f k y Le
4 5 5G e . Let K be a bound for f . Now
Ag F 2 K a q f k y L a .  . n n , k n , k
kgA kfAe e
`
ª 0 q e sup a . n , k
n ks0
If the row sums converge to 1, then
`
5 5Af y L F Ag q L a y 1 ª 0. .  . n n n , k
ks0
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Note that, in the preceding lemma, it is not necessary to assume that A
is regular. Actually, we can say more by using the concept of uniform
integrability when the row sums of A equal 1. For such an A, we have the
following remark.
Remark 4.3. Let A be a nonnegative summability method for which
the rows add up to 1. Equivalently, let the rows of A be the densities of
.nonnegative integer-valued random variables X , X , . . . , Then the fol-0 1
lowing statements are equivalent for real-valued sequences.
 .  .   . 41 A st-lim f s L and f X , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . is uniformly inte-n
grable,
 .  .  . <  . <2 Ag ª 0 as n ª `, where g k s f k y L .n
The above two remarks can be stated in much more abstract settings by
using Borel measures; however, that does not suit our present purpose.
Note that statistical convergence involves checking the summability to zero
of a collection of 0, 1 sequences, namely, the characteristic sequence of the
 <  . < 4set k: f k y L G e for each e ) 0. A number of comparison results
are available for the classical summability methods when dealing with
sequences of zeros and ones. These results can be used to restate our
earlier results using those summability methods. We should also mention
the following comparison result for the concept of statistical convergence.
DEFINITION 4.2. Let A and B be two nonnegative summability meth-
ods. We say that A contains B in the statistical convergence sense over a
 .  st .metric space X, r denoted by A = B if for any sequence f taking
 .  .values in X, we have B st-lim f s L implies A st-lim f s L.
Remark 4.4. Let C s A ? B, where C, A, B are nonnegative summabil-
ity methods such that A is statistically regular with uniformly bounded row
sums and the row sums of B exist. Then C =st B over any metric space.
 .Proof. Let B st-lim f s L. Therefore, for any e ) 0, we have
lim b s 0. j , k
jª`   . .k : r f k , L )e
 .So, for any d ) 0 there exists an M s M e , d and
b - d , for all j G M . j , k




c s a b  n , k n , j j , k
  . .   . . js0k : r f k , L )e k : r f k , L )e
M
F a b q d sup a  n , j j , k n , j
njs0   . . j)Mk : r f k , L )e
ª 0 q d sup a . n , j
n j
The last step follows by the statistical regularity of A and the fact that the
row sums are uniformly bounded. Since d is arbitrarily small, the result
follows.
In the end, we should remark that, as far as we know, no clear
characterization is available about the set H }the set of regular Haus-R
 .dorff methods having 2.3 as a classical Tauberian condition. It also seems
to be the case that the regular Euler family is the only regular Hausdorff
 .family for which 2.1 is a classical Tauberian condition.
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